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Abstract
Objective: Pressures for men to conform to a lean, muscular ideal have, in part, contributed to
eating disorder and muscle dysmorphia symptoms, yet few programs have been developed and
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empirically evaluated to help men. This study investigated the acceptability and efficacy of a cognitive dissonance-based (DB) intervention in reducing eating disorder and muscle dysmorphia risk
factors in men with body dissatisfaction.
Method: Men were randomized to a two-session DB intervention (n 5 52) or a waitlist control
condition (n 5 60). Participants completed validated measures assessing eating disorder risk
factors preintervention, postintervention, and at 1-month follow-up.
Results: Program ratings indicated high acceptability. The DB condition demonstrated greater
decreases in body-ideal internalization, dietary restraint, bulimic symptoms, drive for muscularity,
and muscle dysmorphia symptoms compared with controls (p values <.02; between-condition
Cohen’s d 5 .30–1.11) from pre- to postintervention. At one-month follow-up, the DB condition
demonstrated significantly lower scores for all variables (p values <.03; between-condition
d 5 .29–1.16). Body-ideal internalization mediated intervention outcomes on bulimic and muscle
dysmorphia symptoms.
Discussion: Results support the acceptability and efficacy of The Body Project: More Than Muscles
up to 1-month postintervention and should be examined against active control conditions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Leit, Gray, & Pope, 2002; Litt & Dodge, 2008; Tylka, 2011). Despite
the impairment and distress associated with body dissatisfaction, EDs,

Although males represent up to 33% of all eating disorder (ED) cases

and MD (Bramon-Bosch, Troop, & Treasure, 2000; Griffiths et al.,

(Hudson, Hiripi, Pope, & Kessler, 2007), men have traditionally been

2016; Olivardia, Pope, & Hudson, 2000; Pope, Gruber, Choi, Olivardia,

under-represented in ED research (Strother, Lemberg, Stanford, &

& Phillips, 1997), males are less likely to seek treatment than females,

Turberville, 2012). Over recent decades, men have faced increasing

partially due to stigma (Griffiths et al., 2015; Striegel-Moore, Leslie,

social pressures to obtain an unrealistically lean and muscular physique

Petrill, Garvin, & Rosenheck, 2000). When men seek treatment, few

(Jones & Morgan, 2010; Rodgers, Ganchou, Franko, & Chabrol, 2012).

programs have been developed to address their concerns. Therefore,

These pressures have, in part, contributed to body dissatisfaction and

well-accepted programs that target male-specific ED symptoms prior

unhealthy eating and weight control behaviors among men, including

to disorder onset may be particularly beneficial to help reduce health

both ED and muscle dysmorphia (MD) symptoms (Cafri et al., 2005;

disparities for this group.
Although eating and appearance-based disorders have complex

*Parts of this manuscript were presented at the International Conference on
Eating Disorders, San Francisco, California, May 2016.
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etiologies, research supports the role that media depictions and
pressures to pursue a lean and muscular (or mesomorphic) body have
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on eating and MD-related psychopathology. Media depictions of the

cant improvements in body fat, muscle, and overall body dissatisfaction

masculine body ideal have become more muscular over time, illustrated

for men compared with waitlist control at postintervention, with

by the unreasonably increasing muscle mass of boys’ action figures

effects largely maintained at 2- and 6-month follow-up. The authors

(Pope, Olivardia, Gruber, & Borowiecki, 1999) and by analyses of media

did not find significant differences for body-ideal internalization or

images of males (Leit, Pope, & Gray, 2001). Importantly, these images

overall eating pathology. While these results support the adaptability

of extremely low body fat and extreme muscle mass are rarely achieva-

and utility of TBP in a broader group of men, the authors did not

ble without unhealthy approaches (Pope, Phillips, & Olivardia, 2000).

examine MD symptoms. Thus, it is unknown if the program generalizes

Indeed, viewing mesomorphic media images is associated with greater

to these concerns.

drive for thinness and dieting frequency (Harrison & Cantor, 1997), and
greater muscularity dissatisfaction in men (Leit et al., 2001).

Thus, the aim of the present study was to determine the acceptability and efficacy of adapting TBP for college-aged men with body

Tylka’s (2011) expanded tripartite model posits that sociocultural

dissatisfaction to target both ED symptoms and muscularity-related

influences contribute to both ED and muscularity psychopathology.

symptoms. Based on previous research, regarding acceptability, we

This model suggests that pressures from media, along with pressures

hypothesized that we would observe: (1) at least 85% retention across

from friends, partners, and family to be mesomorphic lead to internal-

the program and favorable acceptability ratings. Regarding efficacy, we

ization of the mesomorphic ideal among men. The internalization of

hypothesized that: (2a) men in the DB condition would show

this mesomorphic ideal then contributes to dual pathways of dissatis-

significantly greater reductions in all ED-related outcome measures and

faction with muscularity and dissatisfaction with body fat, which then

muscularity-related outcomes over time compared with men in the

contribute to muscularity enhancement behaviors and disordered eat-

waitlist control (WL) condition; and (2b) differences between condi-

ing behaviors, respectively. Within the tripartite model, targeting body-

tions would be maintained at 4-week follow-up. We also hypothesized

ideal internalization within body-dissatisfied males would be important

that: (3) the DB program’s impact on bulimic and MD symptoms

for reducing both ED symptoms and symptoms related to MD.

would be mediated by reductions in mesomorphic body-ideal

The Body Project (TBP) directly targets body-ideal internalization

internalization.

in young body-dissatisfied females using cognitive dissonance (Stice,
Marti, Spoor, Presnell, & Shaw, 2008). The program was based on the

2 | METHODS

dual pathway model of bulimic symptoms (Stice, 2001; Stice, Ziemba,
Margolis, & Flick, 1996) and cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger &
Carlsmith, 1959). Dissonance theory, applied to EDs, proposes that
engaging in a series of activities arguing against the thin ideal helps
increase dissonance or discomfort, which in turn, promotes a reduction
in internalization of the thin ideal and a reduction in ED risk factors.
TBP has garnered impressive empirical support, with several independent labs replicating efficacious results in improving ED risk factors for
young women postintervention (Becker, Smith, & Ciao, 2005; Becker
et al., 2010; Stice et al., 2008; Stice, Rohde, Gau, & Shaw, 2009; Stice,
Shaw, Burton, & Wade, 2006) through 3-year follow-up (Stice et al.,
2008; Stice, Rohde, Butryn, Shaw, & Marti, 2015). Further, reductions

2.1 | Participants and procedures
Participants (N 5 112) were recruited from a large, public southern university and the local community. Our design represented a targeted
prevention in which participants met the following inclusion criteria: (a)
male, (b) 18–30 years old, (c) endorsed body image concerns (overvaluation of weight and/or shape or dissatisfaction with body weight,
shape, or muscularity), and (d) did not meet criteria for a DSM-5 ED.
The Institutional Review Board approved all study procedures. The
majority of participants were currently pursuing an undergraduate
(86.0%) or graduate degree (9.7%), with a minority (4.3%) coming from
the surrounding community.

in the proposed intervention mechanism, thin-ideal internalization, partially mediate treatment effects among women (Seidel, Presnell, &

2.1.1 | Eligibility phone screen

Rosenfield, 2009; Stice, Marti, Rohde, & Shaw, 2011; Stice, Presnell,

Interested participants completed an eligibility phone screen, which

Gau, & Shaw, 2007).

included the ED module of the Structured Clinical Interview for Axis-I

Recently, our group developed and evaluated The PRIDE Body Pro-

Disorders (SCID-I; Spitzer, Williams, Gibbon, & First, 1995), modified

ject to target ED risk factors in sexual minority males (Brown & Keel,

for DSM-5. Participants also rated (1) how much body shape or weight

2015). Results demonstrated significant and large effect-size reductions

influenced how they felt about themselves as a person and (2) how dis-

across ED risk factors compared with a waitlist control, postinterven-

satisfied they were with their body shape, weight, or muscularity on a

tion and 4 weeks postintervention (Brown & Keel, 2015). Additionally,

1–10 scale. Scores 6 on either question met criteria. Participants

body-ideal internalization mediated the relationship between interven-

could not have a current DSM-5 ED but could have ED symptoms

tion condition and eating pathology (Brown & Keel, 2015). While these

(Becker, Bull, Schaumberg, Cauble, & Franco, 2008; Brown & Keel,

initial results were impressive, it is unclear whether these effects would

2015).

generalize to men, regardless of sexual orientation.
To our knowledge, only one recently published study has exam-

2.1.2 | Overview and study flow

ined TBP for men, regardless of sexual orientation. The Body Project 4

After providing informed consent, participants were randomly assigned

All (Kilpela et al., 2016), a mixed-gender version of TBP, found signifi-

to either the dissonance-based (DB) group intervention (n 5 52) or a
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FIGURE 1

3

CONSORT chart detailing participant flow through the study

waitlist (WL) condition (n 5 60) (see Figure 1). Participants who

size). Four different peer co-leaders facilitated eight different interven-

accepted randomization to condition completed baseline question-

tion groups. Participants chose between receiving $20 compensation

naires after randomization (immediately prior to Session 1 in the DB

for completing all assessments or receiving course credit for

condition and after being randomized in the WL condition). Question-

participation. Compensation method did not differ between conditions

naires were repeated immediately postintervention (DB condition)/

(v2(1) 5 .60, p 5.44).

after a 1-week interval (WL) and 4 weeks postintervention (DB condition)/after a 5-week interval (WL; see Figure 1).

2.1.3 | Dissonance-based intervention

The two 2-h group sessions were separated by 1 week. Interven-

The Body Project: More than Muscles, was adapted from The PRIDE Body

tion groups included between 4 and 10 members each and were led by

Project (Brown & Keel, 2015). Based on a community participatory

the investigator (T.A.B.), a masters level clinician with previous experi-

research approach and our previous methods, drafts of the adapted

ence co-facilitating DB group interventions (Brown & Keel, 2015), and

program were submitted to members of the target population of males

one to two undergraduate peer male co-leaders (dependent on group

(n 5 9) for feedback on relevance and wording, and materials were

4
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refined based on this information and findings from one pilot test

2.3.2 | Dietary restraint

group. Consistent with this approach, men enrolled in the pilot group

Dietary restraint was measured through the Restraint subscale of the

developed the name for the program, “More than Muscles,” during an

Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire (EDE-Q; Fairburn & Beglin,

intervention body activism activity.

1994). Items were reframed to the past 7 days, reflecting the time

In Session 1, participants: (a) defined the “cultural ideal” male body

course in the present study. Internal consistency for the EDE-Q

type, (b) discussed the origin and perpetuation of the “cultural ideal,”

Restraint subscale in the present study ranged from a 5 .81 to .85 and

including viewing images illustrating how TV/movie superheroes have

the stability within the control group was r 5 .93.

changed over time, (c) brainstormed the costs of pursuing the “cultural
ideal,” (d) participated in verbal challenges countering the mesomorphic

2.3.3 | Bulimic symptoms

ideal message, and (e) completed homework assignments (an email to a

Bulimic symptoms were assessed through summing the diagnostic

high school guy, two behavioral challenges, and a mirror exposure

items from the EDE-Q over the past 7 days (e.g., binge eating, compen-

assignment). In Session 2, participants: (a) reviewed homework, (b)

satory behaviors, and overvaluation of weight and shape (Becker et al.,

completed role plays to counter/discourage pursuit of the mesomor-

2006, 2008; Stice et al., 2006)). This composite has demonstrated

phic ideal, (c) listed ways to resist pressure to pursue this “cultural

strong psychometric properties in females (Stice et al., 2006) and

ideal” individually, as a group, and within the greater community

adequate internal consistency (a 5 .72–.86) and 1-week test–retest

(termed “body activism”), (d) brainstormed ways to resist future pres-

reliability (r 5 .94) in sexual minority males (Brown & Keel, 2015).

sures to conform to the ideal, (e) discussed ways to challenge/avoid

Internal consistency for the EDE-Q bulimic composite in the present

negative “body talk” statements, and (f) selected an exit exercise to

study ranged from a 5 .62–.67 and stability within the control group

continue challenging the cultural-ideal.

was r 5 .67.

2.1.4 | Intervention adherence and leader competence

2.4 | Muscularity-oriented variables

Peer co-leaders were trained using previously described methods
(Brown & Keel, 2015). Intervention sessions were audiotaped, and five

2.4.1 | Muscle and body fat dissatisfaction

of the eight tapes were randomly selected for adherence and facilitator

The Male Body Attitudes Scale (MBAS; Tylka, Bergeron, & Schwartz,

competence ratings (one group randomly selected for each co-leader).

2005) comprises 24 items assessed on a 6-point scale and includes Dis-

Competence ratings were completed by T.A.B., K.J.F., and D.P., all of

satisfaction with Body Fat and Dissatisfaction with Muscularity sub-

whom were trained on DB interventions by either Dr. Carolyn Becker

scales. Previous research supports strong psychometric properties for

or the first author. Adherence ratings were above 87% for all sessions

the measure (Smith, Hawkeswood, Bodell, & Joiner, 2011; Tylka et al.,

(average rating 5 95%). Leader competence ratings fell in the above

2005). Internal consistency for the MBAS in the present study ranged

average/excellent range (graduate student clinician rating: 8.60/10; co-

from a 5 .90–.92 for the Body Fat subscale and from a 5 .92–.95 for

leaders M 5 7.25/10, range 5 5.60–8.20).

the Muscularity subscale. Stability in the control group was high for
both subscales (r 5 .96 and r 5 .89).

2.2 | Measures

2.4.2 | Drive for muscularity

2.2.1 | Treatment acceptability

Drive for muscularity was assessed through the Drive for Muscularity

Treatment acceptability was assessed using four items on a 7-point

Scale (DMS; McCreary & Sasse, 2000). The DMS comprises 15 items,

Likert-type scale: (1) helpfulness in promoting a positive body

with higher scores indicating a stronger drive to be more muscular. The

image, (2) helpfulness in improving the participant’s own body

DMS has demonstrated good psychometric properties in males

image, (3) overall program satisfaction, and (4) likelihood of

(McCreary & Sasse, 2000). Internal consistency for the DMS in the

recommending the program to a friend (Brown & Keel, 2015).

present study ranged from a 5 .89–.94, and stability for the control

Cronbach’s a was .87.

group was r 5 .90.

2.3 | Traditional ED variables

2.4.3 | MD symptoms
Symptoms of MD were assessed through the 13-item Muscle

2.3.1 | Body-ideal internalization

Dysmorphia Disorder Inventory (MDDI; Hildebrandt, Langenbucher, &

Body-ideal internalization was measured through the Sociocultural Atti-

Schlundt, 2004), which includes Drive for Size (DFS), Appearance

tudes Towards Appearance Questionnaire-3 Internalization General

Intolerance (AI) and Functional Impairment (FI) subscales. Notably, the

subscale (SATAQ-3; Thompson, van den Berg, Roehrig, Guarda, &

MDDI was added after study initiation; thus, data are available for n 5

Heinberg, 2004). The SATAQ-3 has demonstrated strong psychometric

22 in the DB condition and n 5 34 in the WL condition. The MDDI

properties among males (Karazsia & Crowther, 2008), and internal con-

has demonstrated strong psychometric properties among college

sistency within the present study ranged from a 5 .95 to .97. Stability

men (Hildebrandt et al., 2004). Internal consistency in the present

for the control group was r 5 .90.

study was strong (total a 5 .84–.92, DFS a 5 .90–.94, AI a 5 .90–.93,

BROWN
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Demographic characteristics
Intervention (n 5 41)

Control (n 5 52)

Total (n 5 93)

Age
M (SD)

20.20 (2.32)

20.51 (2.42)

20.37 (2.37)

Sexual orientation identity
Exclusively heterosexual
Mostly heterosexual
More heterosexual
Equally heterosexual and gay
More gay
Mostly gay
Exclusively gay
Does not identify with any orientation

n (%)
31 (77.5)
6 (15.0)
1 (2.5)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (2.5)
1 (2.5)

n (%)
39 (75.0)
5 (9.6)
2 (3.8)
0 (0)
1 (1.9)
3 (5.8)
1 (1.9)
1 (1.9)

n (%)
70 (76.1)
11 (12.0)
3 (3.3)
0 (0)
1 (1.1)
3 (3.3)
2 (2.2)
2 (2.2)

Education status
Enrolled in undergraduate
Enrolled in graduate school
Not in school

38 (92.7)
2 (4.9)
1 (2.4)

42 (80.8)
7 (13.5)
3 (5.8)

80 (86.0)
9 (9.7)
4 (4.3)

In current psychological treatment
Yes
No

2 (4.9)
39 (95.1)

6 (11.5)
46 (88.5)

8 (8.6)
85 (91.4)

FI a 5 .81–.85), and stability for the control group was high (total

mediation of treatment effects (Kraemer, Wilson, Fairburn, & Agras,

r 5 .88, DFS r 5 .91, AI r 5 .86, FI r 5 .84).

2002; Kaufman, Rohde, Seeley, Clarke, & Stice, 2005). One thousand
bootstrap resamples tested the indirect effects of condition via the

2.5 | Analyses

posited mediating variables (i.e., change in body-ideal internalization,

2.5.1 | Model overview and fitting

baseline to postintervention) on the dependent variables of interest (i.e.,
change in bulimic/MD symptoms from baseline to 4-week follow-up).

Intent-to-treat analyses were run using the Mixed Models module of
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 23). All

3 | RESULTS

individuals who completed any assessments were included in analyses
(see Figure 1); no data were available for participants who did not

3.1 | Baseline characteristics

accept randomization. Level 1 modeled repeated measurements of the
dependent variable nested within participants. Intervention condition

Table 1 describes demographic characteristics. Participants in the DB

and the interaction between condition and time were modeled at Level

and WL conditions did not differ on age, ethnicity, sexual orientation

2. Group was initially included in all models as a Level 2 covariate to

identity, educational status, or current treatment for emotional prob-

adjust for non-independence , but was removed if it was not a signifi-

lems (p values >.14). Participants were approximately 20 years old (M

cant predictor of outcome (Singer & Willett, 2003). Full information

(SD)520.37(2.37), range 5 18–27) and the racial and ethnic breakdown

maximum likelihood estimation was used to account for missing data

was as follows: Caucasian (55.9%), Hispanic/Latino (17.2%), African

(Schafer & Graham, 2002). Model fitting resulted in a random intercept

American (9.7%), Asian (7.5%), and Other (9.7%). The majority of the

fixed slope model with a nonlinear effect of time.

sample identified as mostly or exclusively heterosexual (88.1%).

2.5.2 | Mediation analyses

3.2 | Acceptability and homework completion

1

Mediation models were conducted using bias-corrected bootstrapped
confidence intervals (CIs) for indirect effects (Preacher & Hayes, 2008)
to maximize power over traditional tests of indirect effects (MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002). This is consistent
with our previous methodology and recommendations for examining

Regarding participant flow, 207 men completed the eligibility phone
screen for the study (see Figure 1). Of these, 83% were eligible (n 5
172). Of those eligible, 65% (n 5 112) consented and were randomized. Seventy-nine percent of participants in the DB condition (n 5 41)
attended the first session and completed baseline assessments, while

1

Peer co-leader did not significantly predict any outcome variables, with the
exception of bulimic symptoms (p5.01). For bulimic symptoms, two coleaders were associated with higher baseline scores and significantly greater
decreases in bulimic symptoms over time compared to the other co-leaders
(p-values <.03). Fit statistics favored models with group (AICC: 1362.6) versus leader (AICC: 1364.7) as a covariate. Thus, effects may be more attributable to group membership.

87% (n 5 52) of WL participants completed baseline assessments.
Regarding acceptability, retention in the DB intervention from
baseline to postintervention was 93% (n 5 38) and was significantly
better than retention over assessments in the WL condition (77%, n 5
40) (v2(1) 5 4.33, p 5 .04). Compared with individuals who dropped out
of the intervention (n 5 3/41), treatment completers (n 5 38/41) did

|
Note. The number of participants for the MDDI was reduced from the full sample (DB: n 5 22, WL: n 5 34). BSQ 5 DMS 5 drive for muscularity; EDE-Q bulimic sxs 5 eating disorder Examination
questionnaire—bulimic composite; MBAS body fat 5 Male Body Attitudes Scale—Body Fat Subscale; MBAS Musc 5 Male Body Attitudes Scale—Muscularity Subscale; MDDI 5 Muscle Dysmorphia Disorder
Inventory; SATAQ-General 5 Sociocultural Attitudes Towards Appearance Questionnaire—Internalization General subscale.
Between group effects: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

(.08–.99)
(.20–1.12)
(.32–1.24)
(.10–1.01)
(.08–.82)
(.16–1.07)
(.16–.73)
.53
.66
.78
.55
.37
.62
.29
(.01–.88)
(.06–.84)
(.14–1.05)
(.12–1.03)
(.08–.82)
(.15–1.06)
(.14–.75)
.43
.39
.59
.58
.37
.61
.30
3.64 (0.18)
3.98 (0.17)
3.65 (0.15)
34.76 (1.91)
14.48 (1.09)
9.20 (0.77)
11.13 (0.78)
3.00* (0.20)
3.27** (0.19)
2.86** (0.17)
27.24* (2.24)
11.70 (1.28)
5.96** (0.90)
9.61 (0.91)
3.60 (0.18)
3.80 (0.17)
3.54 (0.15)
34.10 (1.91)
14.42 (1.09)
8.90 (0.77)
10.82 (0.78)
3.08 (0.20)
3.36 (0.19)
2.96* (0.16)
26.60* (2.21)
11.68 (1.26)
5.73** (0.89)
9.22 (0.90)
3.64 (0.18)
3.85 (0.16)
3.66 (0.14)
33.03 (1.84)
14.00 (1.05)
8.56 (0.74)
10.47 (0.75)
Muscularity speciﬁc outcomes
MBAS—body fat
3.56 (0.20)
MBAS—musc
3.92 (0.18)
DMS
3.58 (0.16)
MDDI total
32.66 (2.20)
MDDI—DFS
13.34 (1.25)
MDDI—AI
8.49 (0.88)
MDDI—FI
10.83 (0.90)

.48 (.03–.93)
.93 (.46–1.39)
1.16 (.68–1.64)
.61 (.16–1.06)
.76 (.30–1.22)
1.11 (.63–1.59)
23.63 (1.44)
2.10 (0.28)
9.57 (0.86)
19.06* (1.58)
0.38** (0.31)
2.97*** (0.95)
23.51 (1.43)
2.05 (0.28)
9.80 (0.86)
17.81** (1.54)
0.64** (0.31)
3.55*** (0.93)
23.04 (1.36)
2.07 (0.27)
9.30 (0.83)
Eating disorder speciﬁc outcomes
SATAQ-general
22.00 (1.52)
EDE-Q restraint
1.27 (0.31)
EDE-Q bulimic sxs
5.53* (0.92)

Follow-up
Post
WL (n 5 52)

4-week follow-up M (SE)

DB (n 5 41)
WL (n 5 52)

Postintervention M (SE)

WL (n 5 52)
Baseline M (SE)

DB (n 5 41)
Measure

Estimated marginal means for outcome variables at each time point by condition

DB (n 5 41)

Between-condition Cohen’s d (95% CI)
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not differ significantly on age, sexual orientation, or most baseline
dependent variables (p > .15); however, those who dropped out of
treatment were more likely to identify as African American (66.7%
dropouts; p 5 .07, u 5 .50) and have higher MBAS muscularity dissatisfaction (p 5 .06, d 5 1.12) at a trend level. The acceptability ratings for
the program were highly favorable for all items (overall M 5 6.29/7.00;
range 5 6.03–6.49). All participants completed at least two of the
between-session activities, and 95% completed all activities.

3.3 | Intervention effects
Table 2 presents estimated marginal means for each outcome variable
across time by condition. Table 3 presents HLM estimates for fixed
effects and variance components for primary outcome variables.

3.4 | Traditional ED variables
3.4.1 | Body-ideal internalization
Results for the SATAQ demonstrated a significant effect of time (b 5
20.87, t 5 24.36, p < .001), indicating that body-ideal internalization
decreased over time across conditions. A significant Condition X Time
interaction (b 5 0.97, t 5 3.47, p 5 .001; see Table 3), indicated differences in the trajectory of body-ideal internalization over time between
intervention conditions. Consistent with hypotheses, the DB condition
demonstrated significantly lower SATAQ scores compared with WL
postintervention (p 5 .008, between-condition d 5 0.61; see Table 2)
and these effects were maintained at 4-week follow-up (p 5 .04,
between-condition d 5 0.48).

3.4.2 | Dietary restraint
Results for the EDE-Q Restraint subscale revealed a significant reduction over time for all participants (b 5 20.12, t 5 24.37, p < .001) and
group (b 5 0.22, t 5 2.06, p 5 .04). As predicted, the condition 3 time
interaction was significant (b 5 0.12 t 5 2.99, p 5 .003; see Table 3).
The DB group demonstrated significantly lower EDE-Q restraint scores
compared with WL postintervention (p 5 .005, between-condition
d 5 0.76; see Table 2), and these gains were maintained at 4-week follow-up (p 5 .001, between-condition d 5 0.93). Demonstrating a
meaningful reduction, the DB group’s scores were reduced from the
65th percentile for undergraduate men at baseline to the 50th percentile postintervention and the 35th to 40th percentile at follow-up (Lavender, De Young, & Anderson, 2010).

3.4.3 | Bulimic symptoms
Results for the EDE-Q bulimic symptoms composite revealed a significant effect of time (b 5 20.40, t 5 23.42, p 5 .001) and group
(b 5 0.93, t 5 2.92, p 5 .004). A significant condition 3 time interaction
(b 5 0.51, t 5 3.08, p 5 .003; see Table 3) indicated differences in the
trajectory of bulimic symptoms across conditions over time. There
were condition differences at baseline, with the DB group having lower
levels of bulimic symptoms (p 5 .01). The DB condition demonstrated
significantly lower EDE-Q bulimic symptoms compared with WL postintervention (p < .001, between-condition d 5 1.11; see Table 2) and
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at 4-week follow-up (p < .001, between-condition d 5 1.16). There
Note. DMS 5 drive for muscularity; EDE-Q bulimic sxs 5 Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire—bulimic composite; MBAS body fat 5 Male Body Attitudes Scale—Body Fat Subscale; MBAS
Musc 5 Male Body Attitudes Scale—Muscularity Subscale; MDDI 5 Muscle Dysmorphia Disorder Inventory; SATAQ-general 5 Sociocultural Attitudes Towards Appearance Questionnaire—Internalization
General subscale. † 5 .05, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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20.33
Muscularity-oriented outcomes
MBAS—body fat
3.65 (0.20)***
MBAS—Musc
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DMS
3.71 (0.17)***
MDDI total
33.88 (2.28)***
MDDI—DFS
13.67 (1.30)***
MDDI—AI
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MDDI—FI
11.15 (0.93)***
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15.33 (2.70)***
16.86 (1.99)***
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5.73 (0.68)***
20.02 (0.01)**
0.00 (0.00)*
20.01 (0.00)**
0.02 (0.01)***
0.00 (0.00)***
0.01 (0.00)**
0.96 (0.28)**
0.12 (0.04)**
0.50 (0.16)**
0.22 (0.11)*
0.93 (0.32)**
0.09 (2.13)
0.69 (0.49)
3.29 (1.50)*
20.87 (0.20)***
20.13 (0.03)***
20.40 (0.12)**
outcomes
22.85 (1.58)***
1.03 (0.44)*
4.45 (1.32)**
Eating disorder speciﬁc
SATAQ-general
EDE-Q restraint
EDE-Q bulimic sxs

Variance

Within person
c (SE)
Time 3 time 3 condition
c (SE)
Time 3 time
c (SE)
Time 3 condition
c (SE)
Group
c (SE)

Fixed eﬀects

Condition
c (SE)
Time
c (SE)
Intercept
c (SE)
Parameter

HLM estimates for fixed effects and variance components for primary outcome variables
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was a 40 to 50% reduction in the DB group’s bulimic symptom score
from baseline to postintervention and follow-up (see Table 2).

3.5 | Muscularity-oriented variables
3.5.1 | Dissatisfaction with body fat and muscularity
Results from the MBAS—Body Fat subscale model demonstrated a significant reduction in body fat dissatisfaction for all participants (b 5
20.10, t 5 24.76, p < .001). A significant condition 3 time interaction
(b 5 0.09, t 5 3.14, p 5 .002) indicated a steeper decline in scores over
time for the DB condition compared with WL (see Table 3). Comparison of means demonstrated that conditions did not statistically differ
postintervention (p 5 .06, between-condition d 5 0.43; see Table 2);
however, at 4-week follow-up, the DB condition demonstrated significantly lower MBAS—Body Fat scores than WL (p 5 .02, betweencondition d 5 0.53). Results for the MBAS—Muscularity subscale mirrored those for the MBAS—Body Fat subscale (see Tables 2 and 3).

3.5.2 | Drive for muscularity
Results for the DMS demonstrated a significant reduction in drive for
muscularity over time (b 5 20.13, t 5 25.58, p < .001). As hypothesized, a significant condition 3 time interaction (b 5 0.10, t 5 3.23, p 5
.002; see Table 3) reflected that the DB condition demonstrated significantly lower DMS scores compared with WL postintervention (p 5 .01,
between-condition d 5 0.59; see Table 2). These effects were maintained 4 week later, with the DB condition reporting lower DMS scores
compared with WL (p 5 .001, between-condition d 5 0.78). Scores for
the DB condition were one standard deviation (SD) above the mean
for a community sample of males at baseline (M(SD) 5 2.69(.85);
McCreary, Sasse, Saucier, & Dorsch, 2004) and were reduced to just
above the mean at postintervention and follow-up.

3.5.3 | MD symptoms
Results for the MDDI demonstrated a significant effect of time (b 5
21.25, t 5 24.68, p < .001) and a significant condition 3 time interaction (b 5 1.47, t 5 4.08, p < .001; see Table 3). Postintervention, the
DB condition demonstrated significant decreases in MD symptoms
compared with WL (p 5 .01, between-condition d 5 0.58; see Table 2),
with these differences maintained at 4-week follow-up (p 5 .01,
between-condition d 5 0.55).
Models were also run for the subscales of the MDDI (see Tables 2
and 3). While all models demonstrated significant condition 3 time
interactions, only MDDI-AI scores were significantly reduced in the DB
condition compared with WL at postintervention (p 5 .009, betweencondition d 5 0.61) and follow-up (p 5 .008, between-condition
d 5 0.62). Notably, MDDI-AI scores for the DB condition were one SD
above the mean for gym-going males at baseline (M(SD) 5 6.12(2.50);
Hildebrandt et al., 2004) and were reduced to the mean of gym-going
males at postintervention and follow-up.
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Tests of mediation: Examination of indirect effects, bias-corrected 95% confidence intervals (CIs), and direct paths
Path
Indirect eﬀect
b

95% CI

a
B (SD)

b
B (SD)

c
b (SD)

c’
B (SD)

Condition $ Body-Ideal Internalization $
Bulimic Symptoms

20.87

21.92 to 20.27

24.51 (1.57)**

0.19 (0.07)*

22.99 (0.97)**

22.12 (0.99)*

Condition $ Body-Ideal Internalization $
Muscle Dysmorphia Symptoms

22.09

24.68 to 20.37

24.90 (1.99)*

0.43 (0.16)**

27.20 (2.17)**

25.12 (2.17)*

Indirect path

Note. Body-Ideal Internalization (mediator) 5 change in Sociocultural Attitudes Towards Appearance Questionnaire—Internalization General subscale
from baseline to postintervention; bulimic symptoms (dependent variable) 5 change in Eating Disorder Examination—Questionnaire Bulimic Symptom
Composite from baseline to 4-week follow-up; muscle dysmorphia symptoms (dependent variable) 5 change in Muscle Dysmorphia Disorder Inventory
—Total score from baseline to 4-week follow-up. a 5 independent variable (condition) to mediator (body-ideal internalization); b 5 direct effect of
mediator (internalization) on dependent variable (bulimic/muscle dysmorphia symptoms); c 5 total effect of independent variable (condition) on
dependent variable (bulimic/muscle dysmorphia symptoms); c’ 5 direct effect of independent variable (condition) on dependent variable (bulimic/muscle
dysmorphia symptoms).
a
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

3.6 | Mediation analyses

We observed clinically meaningful reductions in ED risk factors
and bulimic symptoms, consistent with previous work in college-aged

Table 4 presents mediation analyses, including indirect effects, biascorrected confidence intervals, and the significance of direct paths.
Body-ideal internalization partially mediated the effect of condition on
both bulimic symptoms and MD symptoms.

men and women (Becker et al., 2005, 2010; Brown & Keel, 2015;
Kilpela et al., 2016; Stice et al., 2006, 2008, 2009). Effect sizes for the
present study were comparable to those in the Body Project 4 All (Kilpela et al., 2016); of note, our study produced slightly lower effects for
muscularity and body fat dissatisfaction (current study: d 5 .44–.66; Kil-

4 | DISCUSSION
This study examined the acceptability and efficacy of an adapted
dissonance-based program, The Body Project: More than Muscles, for
men with elevated body dissatisfaction. We observed a high retention
rate and favorable acceptability ratings. Consistent with evaluations of
similar interventions (Becker et al., 2005, 2010; Brown & Keel, 2015;
Stice et al., 2006, 2008, 2009), participants randomized to the DB condition reported significant reductions in ED risk factors and symptoms
and maintained these reductions at 4-week follow-up relative to wait-

pela et al., 2016: d 5 .55–.79), and slightly higher effects for the EDE-Q
(current study: d 5 .76–1.16; Kilpela et al., 2016: d 5 .31–.62). Effect
sizes for the current study were somewhat smaller than our intervention adapted for sexual minority men (Brown & Keel, 2015); potentially,
our prior trial was more successful in establishing a sense of community and addressing concerns specific to sexual minority men than the
current trial in men more broadly. However, this interpretation is
inconsistent with our acceptability ratings and retention rate. Future
iterations of this program may benefit from continued feedback from
stakeholders, particularly those with high muscularity dissatisfaction,
given the tendency for these men to drop out of the program. Finally,

list. Novel to this study, we also observed reductions in some MD risk

our smaller effect sizes may represent floor effects as we observed

factors and symptoms across time. Importantly, mediation analyses

lower baseline scores than our previous study (Brown & Keel, 2015).

suggest that the observed reductions in ED and MD symptoms were at

Results extend previous research on DB ED interventions for men

least partially due to changes in body-ideal internalization, extending

to variables related to MD symptoms. This is particularly promising as

prior cross-sectional findings that body-ideal internalization is associ-

there are currently no empirically-supported interventions for MD.

ated with increased ED and MD symptoms (Tylka, 2011) in an experi-

Although participants were not recruited based on MDDI scores, base-

mental design.

line subscale scores fell within the range of muscle-concerned and

Our high intervention retention rate suggests the intervention had

muscle dysmorphic weightlifters (Hildebrandt et al., 2006). While the

high relevance for men enrolled. Acceptability ratings and homework

program did not improve symptoms of functional impairment associ-

completion were also high, potentially reflecting the relevance of mus-

ated with MD, the program did improve appearance intolerance, an

cularity concerns for male body image (Murray, Griffiths, & Mond,

indicator of body-related anxiety and exposure avoidance. These

2016). However, approximately a third of those eligible chose not to

improvements may be a result of the behavioral experiment activities.

not enroll in the study, suggesting that the intervention may not be rel-

The lack of improvement on Drive for Size and Functional Impairment

evant for all men high in body dissatisfaction. Reluctance to participate

subscales imply that future iterations of the program could better tar-

may be partly due to stigma around body image and eating concerns

get these symptoms. Importantly, between-condition effect sizes for

for men (Raisanen & Hunt, 2014). African American men tended to be

several MD variables were comparable to those observed for ED varia-

more likely to drop out, raising concerns that our adaptation of materi-

bles, with the largest effect size observed for drive for muscularity.

als does not address concerns that may be unique to African American

While MD is not currently categorized as an ED, both conditions share

men. Replication of this effect is needed.

similar symptoms, including excessive exercise and body checking/
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avoidance (Murray et al., 2012; Olivardia, 2001). Findings provide pre-

tance on the project. We also thank everyone involved with The

liminary experimental evidence that similar risk processes, including

Body Project, including Eric Stice and Carolyn Becker for their sup-

internalization of the mesomorphic ideal, are involved in disordered

port in our adaptation of this program.

eating and MD symptoms, consistent with the expanded tripartite
model for men (Tylka, 2011). Replications using more comprehensive

R EF ER E N CE S

tests of mediation in larger-scale trials are needed. Future research in

Becker, C. B., Bull, S., Schaumberg, K., Cauble, A., & Franco, A. (2008).
Effectiveness of peer-led eating disorders prevention: a replication
trial. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 76, 347. doi:
10.1037/0022-006X.76.2.347

body-dissatisfied males should consider both outcomes in order to continue to elucidate shared and divergent risk pathways.
This study benefited from the use of a randomized controlled trial
design and a 4-week follow-up to evaluate the short-term maintenance
of effects. Additional strengths include sophisticated handling of missing and nonindependent data and the use of measures with solid psychometric properties. Despite these strengths, there are some notable
limitations. First, given the lack of an active control condition, we cannot rule out placebo effects. Future studies should examine the program compared with an alternative treatment. Further, it is unknown if
the efficacy of the program extends beyond 1 month postintervention.
While our use of peer co-leaders capitalized on healthy peer modeling,
increasing the relevance to our target group, we observed significant
heterogeneity in peer co-leader competence. While this likely models
“real world” effects, future effectiveness studies should employ strategies to bolster competence and prevent facilitator drift. We had
reduced power in examining MD symptoms; however, we were still
able to detect some changes.
In sum, results provide initial support for the acceptability and efficacy of The Body Project: More Than Muscles for men with body image
concerns. Results and engagement within this study are particularly
encouraging given that men are less likely to seek treatment for ED
and MD problems (Griffiths et al., 2015; Striegel-Moore et al., 2000)
despite the clinical significance of EDs and MD in men (Griffiths et al.,
2016; Olivardia et al., 2000). Results from this study bolster empirical
support for the efficacy of DB ED prevention programs and extend
previous research by focusing on ED and muscularity-related outcome
variables within an underrepresented group. Findings also support the
importance of body-ideal internalization in models of risk among bodydissatisfied males and contribute to the growing literature on risk for
EDs and MD in men. The Body Project: More Than Muscles represents a
viable alternative to the Body Project 4 All for universities and programs
that wish to offer efficacious programs for men and women separately.
Future research would benefit from a head to head comparison
between mixed-gender and single sex groups. Findings from this
research have the potential to help reduce stigma around body image
concerns for males and help improve care for a group that has been
overlooked for far too long.
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